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OVERVIEW

As fi nancial markets have fi nished the fi rst quarter of 2022, it’s time to sum up all 
the critical events which happened in Q1 and make projections for the near future.

The Fed fi nally became hawkish in Q1 2022 following increasing infl ation. There was 
a rate hike at the FOMC’s meeting in March. Not only has there been a single hike, 
but we fi nally have a series of anticipated hikes as well.

According to CME FedWatch Tool, traders are pricing in the possibility of hikes 
towards 175-200 in summer.

HAWKISH FED
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At fi rst sight, it looks like a concerning fact, which should pressure the 
prices of stocks and other assets. When the cost of debt increases, that 
might create additional pressure on economic growth. However, stocks 
have often historically grown during the hawkish cycles by the Fed. That 
is straightforward: the economy is accelerating during rising rate cycles, 
which is what drives stock prices higher.

Source: сmegroup.com

Source: macromicro.me

Figure 1: probabilities of 
different scenarios for rates

Figure 2: correlation between the S&P 
500 and the Federal Funds Rate

TARGET RATE PROBABILITY HISTORY FOR FEDERAL RESERVE MEETING 27 JUL 2022

Stock prices tend to decline on expectations ahead of the cycle but usually not 
during the process.



Inflation has risen substantially amid accelerating energy prices and rising 
consumer and producer price indices. Now, as the Fed has started to raise 
rates, the growth of commodity prices has mostly stopped: crude oil, natural 
gas, and gold have been locked in trading ranges, awaiting new information.

Still, there’s much uncertainty associated with the current Russia-Ukraine 
crisis, which might deepen the recent disruption of supply chains rooted in 
Covid-19’s effects. 

The war in Eastern Europe has implications for energy markets with rising 
gas and oil prices and might have a series of adverse side effects.

INFLATION

RUSSIA’S INVASION OF 
UKRAINE AND COVID-19

  Source: ycharts.comFigure 3: US inflation rate
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Firstly, the disruption of supply chains initiated by Covid-19 might deepen and 
create more volatility for commodity markets and increase overall uncertainty for 
other economic sectors.

For example, Goldman Sachs had already lowered forecasts for the 
semiconductors industry, lowering ratings for AMD, INTC, MCHP, and TER.

This industry is usually in the vanguard of economic growth, which translates into 
more tensions about economic recovery after Covid.

Though many countries are already heading toward reopening, as Covid-19 
seems likely to become an endemic disease, the pandemic is still far from over. 
Some countries, primarily China, still impose strict lockdowns and restrictions, 
sticking to the zero Covid policy.

7.87% for Feb 2022

THE BOTTOM LINE

Traders and investors will look at the pace of economic recovery, geopolitical 
tensions, and inflation. The “fog of war” adds much uncertainty to the 
process; however, now markets have a clear perspective of what the Fed 
will do, and that’s a good foundation for building forecasts and projections.

If the world’s economy shows a decent recovery and isn’t severely affected by 
geopolitical escalation, equity markets will most likely grow. Usually, 
such growth boosts crypto markets as well. Bitcoin shows good participation 
of long-term holders, so many people believe in a long-term trend for 
BTCUSD. That can generate demand not only for Bitcoin but for crypto 
markets in general.
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STOCK MARKETS

The stock market in general has had a diffi  cult time in Q1: most tech stocks 
have taken a big hit as investors ran from risk ahead of the Fed’s hawkish 
cycle. In fact, the S&P 500 performed its fi rst quarterly loss in two years. The 
tech sector and cyclical speculative stocks took the biggest hit. For example, 
ARKK, the most hyped ETF of growth stocks in 2020-2021, plummeted more 
than 50% from the top.

Let’s go through basic conditions for the most popular stock indices.

Volatility remains relatively low, so there hasn’t been any sharp pullback or 
crash: the S&P 500 and Nasdaq, mainly the latter, declined throughout the 
entire quarter until the FOMC’s meeting in March, after which equities found 
optimism and performed much better than previously.

This is how the old principle “buy the rumors, sell the news” works. The 
market doesn’t like uncertainty, such as the unknown reaction of the Fed to 
rising infl ation. When the actual press conference of Jerome Powell happens, 
and the actual interest rate hike happens, traders shift their focus to other 
drivers such as economic recovery.

The S&P 500 has been a little stronger than the Nasdaq due to energy stocks, 
which performed better than other sectors in Q1.



Sectors were moving along with indices 
except for the energy sector, which was 
climbing to new highs in Q1. Exxon Mobil, 
Occidental Petroleum, Chevron, and other 
energy names were crushing expectations 
amid the grim performance of tech stocks.

Does that mean that paying attention to 
energy stocks would make sense now?

Not necessarily. Most of the current 
projections about infl ation and geopolitical 
escalation might be priced in. Jumping in at 
the top might not work this time.

Let’s try to break down some specifi c ideas. 

SECTORS
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Sectors



AAPL appeared in a previous quarterly outlook, and it worked as 
anticipated. AAPL remains one of the best companies in the tech sector, 
with strong fundamentals and consistently growing revenue.

It delivered a positive earnings surprise last quarter and might show 
another, especially if the economic outlook is better than anticipated. With 
a P/E ratio of around 28, it is still far from an “overbought” state. It looks 
like AAPL could become a good inflation hedge in 2022.

AAPL
From a technical standpoint, AAPL broke through the upper boundary of 
a “pennant” formation as shown on the chart below and looks ready for 
continuation. It is a common statistical observation that strong stocks are 
usually accumulated before the earnings date, so that’s another bullish factor 
which fits into the picture.
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Another candidate for a rebound is Biogen (BIIB). 
The stock of this company was sold off heavily amid 
concerns about tightening monetary policy and 
worsening earnings per share. However, today’s 
pricing looks too gloomy from a fundamental 
standpoint. The fair price of BIIB (based on the 
consensus forecast) is projected at around $238, 
which is about 20% higher than the current price.

The 27 analysts offering 12-month price forecasts for Biogen 
Inc have a median target of 236.00, with a high estimate of 
350.00 and a low estimate of 185.00. The median estimate 
represents a +9.96% increase from the last price of 214.63.

From a technical 
perspective, BIIB may be 
building a fl at “base pattern” 
or a “cup-and-handle” in 
another interpretation. If 
the pattern is completed, it 
might break to the upside as 
shown on the chart.

BIIB
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Stock Price Forecast

Visa is showing relative 
strength among its peers in 
the fi ntech industry with a 
consensus forecast of $270-
300. It is building a “double 
bottom” pattern close to the 
current price, which could open 
a space for another bullish 
round to $270-300 soon.

V



By the end of the fi rst quarter of 2022, some of the 
biggest wealth management companies in the world 
started to offer or allow their clients to incorporate 
crypto assets into their portfolios. These companies 
include Goldman Sachs and Blackrock. They manage a 
combined $11.5 trillion.

If their clients allocate only 5% of the total portfolio, we 
might see a capital infl ow amounting to $500 billion. 
With the current market capitalization of crypto sitting 
at more than $1.5 trillion, we could see an increase of 
around a third in terms of capitalization, which might 
affect the price directly or indirectly.

ETFs on spot Bitcoin are also in view. The launch of such 
ETFs could be one of the best vehicles for the “uncles 
and aunties” to join the crypto market. 

BITCOIN
CURRENT CONDITIONS

Source: glassnode.comBitcoin: Mean Hash Rate
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We can validate the data above by the number of daily withdrawals from 
exchanges globally. From the data presented below, we can see that the number is 
constantly on the outflow side, and there was another massive outflow by the end 
of March, amounting to around 15,000 BTC.

Furthermore, the price did not increase in the past five months, but, 
surprisingly, mining activity was growing. This growth means more mining rigs 
are running that secure the network. As the Bitcoin network is more secure, 
more institutional investors will potentially put more money into Bitcoin.

The Bitcoin reserve in exchanges globally kept dropping since its highest 
point in July 2021 (after the plunge in May 2021). The number continues 
down at the time of the writing. This number is very important because 
a lower number of Bitcoins on exchanges can drive a supply shortage on 
exchanges, so it would be easier for market makers to drive the price. The 
data presented below shows that the number has kept dropping since its 
all-time high in November 2021.

SUPPLY AND DEMAND

 Source: glassnode.comBitcoin: Balance on Exchanges 
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 Source: glassnode.comBitcoin: Net Transfer Volume



From a technical perspective, the price 
bottomed out at around $33,000 in the fi rst 
quarter before settling and moving within 
its sideways range, forming a symmetrical 
triangle. Recently, the price broke the 
resistance of the pattern around $45,000. 
It could continue to its target based on the 
pattern, but some traders might liquidate 
their positions if the price hits a line parallel to 
its upward-slanting support.

If the price continues its upward movement, 
it could hit $54,000-56,000. If it then extends, 
another all-time high might be seen as well.

TECHNICAL VIEW

Source: tradingview.comBitcoin vs US Dollar, 1W
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At the beginning of Q2 2022, the war in Ukraine was still active. This confl ict caused an acceleration of 
infl ation worldwide. Many countries rely on energy from Russia and, to a lesser extent, Ukraine, and some 
countries rely on Ukraine to supply their wheat.

GOLD

Source: tradingeconomics.com

GLOBAL CONDITIONS
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Infl ation hit a 40-year high in the United States, 
7.9%, four times higher than the average 
infl ation in the United States at around 2%. 
The acceleration of infl ation has caused the 
growing concern of possible hyperinfl ation.

As infl ation kept climbing, the Fed hiked its funds 
rate in response. There are also rumors that the 
Fed might be more aggressive in hiking rates in 
the second quarter of 2022.

The fi rst hike happened in March 2022, causing 
some volatility for multiple instruments, but it also 
seemed that many instruments have “priced in” 
tighter policy because this volatility didn’t last long.

American annual infl ation, %



The volume of gold ETFs started to pick up in 
the second week of February 2022. The trend 
continued to the end of March 2022. The increase 
was obviously due to the uncertainty caused by 
the war in Ukraine.

Many investors shifted to gold as economic 
conditions in the United States seem to be 
somewhat uncertain; there has been movement 
from other assets to gold. The ETF’s regional 
fl ows data presented below shows the shift.

Source: gold.org

VOLUME
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Trading Volumes

Weekly fl ows in Tonnes



From a technical perspective, the price of 
gold fi nally hit $2,000 per troy ounce again. 
The price hit the target of its symmetrical 
triangle at around $2,000-2,100. After 
that, it plunged and briefl y traded at 
$1,890 twice. With the price moving within 
its sideways range, waiting for a clear 
breakout would usually be safer. If the 
price can break above its resistance at 
around $1,965 per troy ounce, we might 
see it return to $2,000-2,050. However, if it 
declines below $1,890, we might 
see $1,830-1,850 again.

TECHNICAL OUTLOOK

Source: tradingview.comGold vs US Dollar, 1W
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Russia’s invasion of Ukraine gave the oil market a sudden supply shock, the 
world’s largest country being also the biggest exporter of crude oil last year. 
Supply from Russia is expected to decrease by around three million barrels 
a day on average in April, approximately 3% of the global total. Sanctions by 
various countries are an important factor, but Russia’s capacity to pump more 
oil has also declined as an indirect result of the war.

Other countries seem to be having diffi  culties with pumping more as well. 
Considering the USA in particular, one of the world’s top three producers of 
oil along with Russia and Saudi Arabia, the number of active rigs hasn’t risen 

OIL
SUPPLY

Source: tradingeconomics.com/BHC Source: tradingeconomics.com/Baker Hughes’ oil rig count Average daily production of oil in Saudi 
Arabia, thousands of barrels

signifi cantly since the start of this phase of the Russo-Ukrainian war in late February:

Of course, it takes time for companies to develop the infrastructure and processes 
necessary to boost production, even when there’s a strong incentive from very high 
prices, but towards the end of Q2 one might see supply increasing signifi cantly. 
The release of American strategic reserves of oil has now given some respite for 
consumers, but this might not last long.

As of the end of March 2022, only Saudi Arabia and the UAE have signifi cant, fairly 
easily tapped capacity, but neither appears eager to exploit this, primarily for 
political reasons. Colder relations between the Saudi and American governments 
have been clear since President Biden took offi  ce, especially with the uptick in 
American rhetoric last year against the ongoing war in Yemen. Saudi Arabia’s daily 
production of oil in February was around 10.2 million barrels, signifi cantly lower 
than the record of 12 million barrels:
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DEMAND

The other side of the coin to lower supply 
from Russia is that the surge in prices is 
expected to hit demand in some areas in Q2 
2022 and possibly further ahead. The current 
situation of extremely high inflation in almost 
all major, advanced economies is likely to 
hamper economic growth.

Meanwhile China’s policy of zero Covid 
will probably affect demand for oil as well. 
Various cities including Shanghai entered new 
lockdowns around the end of March 
and beginning of April. 

Against this backdrop, almost all other 
large countries have significantly reduced 
anti-Covid restrictions on travel, with some 
nations abolishing such measures entirely. 
Demand from aviation should continue to 
recover strongly this summer.

TECHNICAL VIEW

Oil made very strong gains in the immediate aftermath of Russia’s latest invasion of Ukraine, touching a high 
of more than seven years around $128. Lows around $92 for American light oil in the middle of March might 
be an important area of support this quarter, while resistance around $115 could form the top of a channel.

Unless markets receive significant new information over the next few weeks - in terms of supply, demand, or 
the outlook for economic growth - oil might be rangebound between these areas. Unlike many other popular 
CFDs, oil is generally less influenced by monetary policy, so it could be among the more suitable instruments 
for risk-tolerant active traders this quarter.

 Source: tradingview.comCFDs on Brent Crude Oil, 1D

Demand
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As noted in the overview, aggressive tightening 
of monetary policy in the USA seems to be 
priced in. While the situation seems less certain 
in the UK and the eurozone, participants 
generally expect those central banks to be at 
least moderately hawkish into the end of Q3.

However, relatively little attention as yet has 
concentrated on Australia. The perceived 
uptick in hawkishness from the Reserve Bank 
of Australia after its statement on 4 April could 
bring the Australian dollar into focus as a 
potential gainer over the longer term in Q2. 
Pricing of Australian rates as shown below 
suggests that in June the RBA will commence 
an extended cycle of hiking:

FOREX
ASX 30 Day Interbank Cash Rate Futures Implied Yield Curve
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With seven (!) hikes in view by the end of the 
year, the Australian dollar has made gains 
which might continue this quarter:

On this very high weekly timeframe, the 
Aussie dollar remains signifi cantly below 
its peak against the greenback in February 
last year. Having moved above the 50, 100 
and 200 moving averages amid relatively 
high volume of buying, it could continue this 
quarter. With the uptrend on the daily chart 
established, the negative reaction to 6 April’s 
FOMC minutes could be a decent opportunity 
to buy. However, the reactions to upcoming 
meetings of the Fed on 4 May and 15 June 
remain unpredictable.

Source: tradingview.comAU Dollar vs US Dollar, 1W
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Trading is risky.

TELL US WHAT YOU THINK!
Visit the link below to give your feedback on this outlook: 

it takes less than two minutes.

LEAVE FEEDBACK

https://exnesspremier.typeform.com/to/IcBgR3Sy

